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Welcome... 
We are pleased to present a wealth of brand new SAGE Reference titles for 2019 in all areas of the social sciences. Our editors are among the 
� nest scholars in the world and their knowledge, combined with our unique publishing expertise across books and journals, and a rigorous 
development process, has earned us an international reputation as a � rst-rate publisher of library reference. 

Today there is an abundance of information available, enough to get overwhelmed by. Where do you go to � nd quality, reliable information? 
Containing only trusted content, our SAGE Reference titles guide every stage of the research journey. The research landscape can be vast 
and complex, but with SAGE’s Major Works, Encyclopedias and Handbooks students and researchers at all levels can connect with the most 
relevant issues and vital topics in their � eld.

Whether taking the � rst step in research or determining the next stride forward, SAGE Reference titles meet the changing and challenging needs 
of student and academic research, and are regularly refreshed with new editions to re� ect the shifts in and evolution of the social sciences.

We are con� dent that you will � nd something of interest in our latest catalogue and we look forward to hearing from you. Don’t forget that this 
catalogue contains only our newest titles – for the complete backlist of SAGE Reference titles please visit www.sagepub.com.

The SAGE Reference Team

@SAGElibrarynews SAGElibrarynews 
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SAGE eBooks
All of our handbooks and encyclopedias are now 
available as eBooks in a wide variety of formats. 
For full details visit:

sagepub.co.uk/ebooks

Keep up-to-date
Tell us which subject areas you are interested 
in hearing about and we’ll keep you up-to-date 
with relevant products and special offers.

Prefer to go paperless? You can switch off 
print communications by updating your 
settings at: 

sagepub.co.uk/login

Green SAGE
We recognise that our business 
operations have an impact on the environment and 
are committed to minimising them. Find out more:

sagepub.co.uk/aboutCommunity.nav

Save with our pre-publication prices

Order before publication to make 
great savings on our Reference titles

Major work and multi-volume handbook pre-publication 
prices expire at the end of the month of publication. 
Encyclopedia pre-publication prices expire two months 
after publication.
To find out more, contact your local library supplier.
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
SPORTS ECONOMICS
Edited by Paul Downward Loughborough 
University, Bernd Frick Paderborn 
University, Brad R. Humphreys West 
Virginia University, Tim Pawlowski 
University of Tübingen, Jane Ruseski 
West Virginia University, and Brian 
P. Soebbing University of Alberta

Sports economics is now a well-established 
field of study, relevant to academics in sport 
management, sport science and sport studies, as well as to those in 
other areas of economics, finance and management. Covering amateur 
to professional sports, individual events and organised tournaments, 
this is an authoritative contribution to the understanding of sport in the 
economy. The editors of The SAGE Handbook of Sports Economics 
have brought together a global team of respected scholars to create 
this benchmark collection of insights into the field of sports economics. 
Each chapter includes a study of a specific context in which issues 
arise in sports economics, a critical presentation of its main theoretical 
contributions, an overview of current research findings, and an outline 
of enquiry for future research.

December 2019 • 650 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7976-5) • £120.00

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF BUSINESS ETHICS 
AND SOCIETY
Seven-Volume Set

Second Edition

Edited by Robert W. Kolb 
Loyola University Chicago

Thoroughly revised, updated, and expanded, 
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Business Ethics and Society, Second 
Edition explores current topics, such as social media, cookies, and 
cyber-attacks, as well as traditional issues including accounting, 
discrimination, environmental concerns, and management. The new 
edition also includes an in-depth examination of current and recent 
ethical affairs, such as the dangerous work environments of off-shore 
factories for Western retailers, the gender wage gap, the minimum wage 
debate, increasing income disparity, and the unparalleled level of debt 
in the U.S. and other countries.

Key features include:

• seven volumes, available in both electronic and print formats, contain 
more than 1,200 signed entries by significant scholars in the field

• cross-references and suggestions for further readings to guide 
students to in-depth resources

• thematic Reader's Guide groups related entries by general topics 
Index allows for thorough browse-and-search capabilities in the 
electronic edition.

April 2018 • 4072 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-8152-7) • £770.00

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Second Edition

Edited by Adrian Wilkinson Griffith University, Nicolas Bacon City, University of London, 
David Lepak University of Massachusetts Amherst, and Scott Snell University of Virginia

The new edition of The SAGE Handbook of Human Resource Management builds on the success of the 
first by providing a fully updated and expanded overview of the field of human resource management. Bringing 
together contributions from leading international scholars - and with brand new chapters on key emerging topics 
such as firm ownership, talent management, engagement, and big data - the handbook focuses on familiarising 
the reader with the fundamentals of applied human resource management, while contextualising practice within 
wider theoretical considerations. Internationally minded chapters combine a critical overview with discussion of 
key debates and research, as well as comprehensively dealing with important emerging interests. The second 
edition of this handbook remains an indispensable resource for advanced students and researchers in the field. 
Chapters are divided into the following parts: 

Part One: Context of Human Resource Management

Part Two: Fundamentals of Human Resource Management

Part Three: Contemporary Issues

April 2019 • 700 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-3502-6) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

contributions, an overview of current research findings, and an outline 
of enquiry for future research.

December 2019 • 650 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7976-5) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

builds on the success of the 
first by providing a fully updated and expanded overview of the field of human resource management. Bringing 
together contributions from leading international scholars - and with brand new chapters on key emerging topics 
such as firm ownership, talent management, engagement, and big data - the handbook focuses on familiarising 
the reader with the fundamentals of applied human resource management, while contextualising practice within 
wider theoretical considerations. Internationally minded chapters combine a critical overview with discussion of 
key debates and research, as well as comprehensively dealing with important emerging interests. The second 
edition of this handbook remains an indispensable resource for advanced students and researchers in the field. 

Business & Management
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK 
OF TOURISM 
MANAGEMENT
Two-Volume Set

Edited by Chris Cooper Leeds Beckett 
University, Serena Volo Libera Università 
di Bolzano, William C. Gartner 
University of Minnesota, and 
Noel Scott Griffith University

The SAGE Handbook of Tourism Management is a critical, authoritative 
review of tourism management, written by leading international thinkers 
and academics in the field. Arranged over two volumes, the chapters are 
framed as critical synoptic pieces covering key developments, current 
issues and debates, and emerging trends and future considerations for 
the field. The two volumes focus in turn on the theories, concepts and 
disciplines that underpin tourism management in volume one, followed 
by examinations of how those ideas and concepts have been applied 
in the second volume. This handbook offers a fresh, contemporary and 
definitive look at tourism management across twelve key themes, making 
it an essential resource for academics, researchers and students.

Volume One: Theories, Concepts and Disciplinary Approaches 
to Tourism
Cloth (978-1-5264-6112-4) • £120.00

Volume Two: Applications of Theories And Concepts to Tourism
Cloth (978-1-5264-6113-1) • £120.00

Two-Volume Set • August 2018 • 1232 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7424-1) • £240.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
CONSUMER CULTURE
Edited by Olga Kravets, Pauline Maclaran 
both at Royal Holloway University of 
London, Steven Miles Manchester 
Metropolitan University, and Alladi 
Venkatesh, University of California, Irvine

The question of consumption emerged as a 
major focus of research and scholarship in 
the 1990s but the breadth and diversity of 
consumer culture has not been fully enough 
explored. The meanings of consumption, particularly in relation to 
lifestyle and identity, are of great importance to academic areas including 
business studies, sociology, cultural and media studies, psychology, 
geography and politics. The SAGE Handbook of Consumer Culture 
is a one-stop resource for scholars and students of consumption, where 
the key dimensions of consumer culture are critically discussed and 
articulated. Chapters are structured around the following themes:

Part One: Sociology of Consumption

Part Two: Geographies of Consumer Culture

Part Three: Consumer Culture Studies in Marketing 

Part Four: Consumer Culture in Media and Cultural Studies

Part Five: Material Cultures of Consumption

Part Six: The Politics of Consumer Culture

January 2018 • 576 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-2951-7) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF SERVICE-DOMINANT LOGIC
Edited by Stephen L. Vargo University of Hawai'i at Manoa 
and Robert F. Lusch University of Arizona

Service-dominant logic presents a major paradigm shift in thinking about value creation and 
markets, moving from a ‘goods/product’ logic to a logic that treats the process of service provision 
as the basis of all exchange, both commercial and social. This timely handbook brings together 
chapters written by a stellar cast of expert authors from around the globe, arranged around eleven 
core themes, to provide a comprehensive overview of key issues, developments, debates and 
potential future directions for this dynamic field of study:

Part One: Introduction and Background

Part Two: Value Cocreation

Part Three: Service Exchange

Part Four: Service Ecosystems

Part Five: Institutions and Institutional Arrangements

Part Six: Resources and Resource Integration

Part Seven: Actors and Practices

Part Eight: Innovation 

Part Nine: Midrange Theory

Part Ten: Selected Applications 

Part Eleven: Reflections and Prospects

October 2018 • 800 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-0283-7) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF SERVICE-DOMINANT LOGIC

Service-dominant logic presents a major paradigm shift in thinking about value creation and 
markets, moving from a ‘goods/product’ logic to a logic that treats the process of service provision 
as the basis of all exchange, both commercial and social. This timely handbook brings together 
chapters written by a stellar cast of expert authors from around the globe, arranged around eleven 
core themes, to provide a comprehensive overview of key issues, developments, debates and 

Business & Management
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HANDBOOK OF ADVANCES 
IN MARKETING IN AN 
ERA OF DISRUPTION: 
ESSAYS IN HONOR OF 
PROFESSOR JAGDISH 
SHETH
Edited by Atul Parvatiyar and 
Rajendra Sisodia Bentley College

We are living in an era of massive disruptions in markets, media, 
management approaches and business models. Marketing knowledge 
and practices must advance at a significantly higher pace to address 
the changing context of market behaviour. This collection of essays on 
marketing advances shares ideas and new knowledge that is relevant to 
this world of disruptions, showcasing the thinking and research on the 
changing market environment, business policies, parameters, theories, 
methods and practices that have a consequent bearing on marketing 
knowledge. The book is also meant to honour the sustained contribution 
to marketing scholarship by Professor Jagdish N. Sheth.

December 2018 • 450 pages
Cloth (978-93-5280-958-5) • £47.99

LEGENDS IN MARKETING: 
GERALD ZALTMAN
Five-Volume Set

Edited by Jagdish N. Sheth 
Emory University

The Legends in Marketing series captures 
the essence of the most important 
contributions made in the field of marketing 
in the past hundred years. It reproduces the 
seminal works of the legends in the field, 
supplemented by interviews of these legends as well as the opinions 
of other scholars about their work. The series comprises various sets, 
each focused on the multiple ways in which a legend has contributed to 
the field. This eleventh set in the series, consisting of five volumes, is a 
tribute to Gerald Zaltman.

Volume One: Planned Social Change and the Diffusion of Innovation

Volume Two: Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique

Volume Three: Consumer Behavior Research

Volume Four: Marketing Management

Volume Five: Marketing Theory

LEGENDS IN MARKETING
August 2018 • 2112 pages
Cloth (978-9-352-80664-5) • £550.00

LEGENDS IN STRATEGIC 
MARKETING: RAJAN 
VARADARAJAN
Five-Volume Set

Edited by Jagdish N. Sheth 
Emory University

The Legends in Strategic Marketing series 
comprises various sets, each focused on 
the multiple ways in which a legend has 
contributed to the field of strategic marketing. While strategic marketing 
is a relatively young discipline, it has been transformative. It shifted 
the focus from the descriptive understanding of various functions of 
marketing to prescriptive managerial actions anchored to future financial 
outcomes for the company. The first set in the series consisting of five 
volumes is a tribute to Rajan Varadarajan.

Volume One: Strategic Marketing and Strategic Management

Volume Two: Strategic Marketing and Innovation

Volume Three: Strategy and Performance

Volume Four: Inter-organizational Cooperation and 
Interactive Marketing

Volume Five: Environmental Sustainability, Innovations for Emerging 
Markets and Marketing in Emerging Markets

LEGENDS IN STRATEGIC MARKETING
February 2018 • 2248 pages
Cloth (978-9-352-80595-2) • £450.00

Did you know...
All of our catalogues 
are available online 
at sagepub.com

Business & Management
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sk.sagepub.com/cases

SAGE Business Cases is the first digital collection of business cases tailored to library needs 
– providing librarians, faculty, and researchers with unlimited access to over 2,500 global and 
authoritative cases. Campus-wide access provides easy discovery without the need for per-case 
purchase and most cases include teaching notes and discussion questions to ensure effective 
classroom use. Our intuitive platform allows for easy browsing, downloads, and sharing. From 
foundational understanding of current business issues, to real-world study and application, 
SAGE Business Cases goes beyond the classroom, teaching students how to research and 
prepare for success.

FREE 30-DAY TRIAL

Use Case – Faculty
Course: Strategic Management

Description: A lecturer wants to use a case study 
in a small class to encourage students to find a 
solution for the principals of strategic management 
in break-out groups followed by role play or debate. 
He consults SAGE Business Cases to:

•  Find a case with teaching notes to guide the 
classroom discussion & explore the suggested 
teaching strategy

•  Download and print the case to use as a handout 
in class

•  Use ‘SAGE Recommends’ to find other Business 
& Management resources across all SAGE 
platforms, including SAGE Journals and SAGE 
Business Researcher, to enrich lecture materials

Key features and benefits
•  Designed to suit a range of academic and professional 

uses: from short vignettes to narrative long form, written 
using both field research and publicly available sources

•  Institution-wide access provides easy discovery without 
incurring per-case purchase costs

•  Critically minded, up-to-date, and complementary to 
other SAGE Business & Management content

•  Many cases include teaching notes and discussion 
questions to ensure effective classroom use

•  Available for subscription or purchase

Use Case – Student
Course: Social Entrepreneurship

Description: A student’s mid-term project is to 
create a venture proposal for a fictional green 
business startup. They then consult with SAGE 
Business Cases to:

•  Explore best practices in social enterprise 
formation, scaling, and social impact measurement

•  Study the successes and failures of specific 
businesses and innovative entrepreneurs
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THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF EDUCATIONAL 
RESEARCH, 
MEASUREMENT, AND 
EVALUATION
Four-Volume Set

Edited by Bruce B. Frey 
University of Kansas

In an era of curricular changes, experiments, and high-stakes testing, 
educational measurement and evaluation are more important than ever. 
In addition to expected entries covering the basics of traditional theories 
and methods, The SAGE Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
Measurement, and Evaluation also covers important sociopolitical 
issues and trends influencing the future of that research and practice. 
Textbooks, handbooks, monographs, and other publications focus on 
various aspects of educational research, measurement, and evaluation, 
but to date, there exists no major reference guide for students new to the 
field. This comprehensive work fills that gap, covering traditional areas 
while pointing the way to future developments.

Key features include:

• nearly 700 signed entries are contained in an authoritative work 
spanning four volumes and available in electronic and/or print formats

• a Reader’s Guide grouping entries thematically to help students easily 
locate directly related entries

• back matter includes a Chronology of the development of the field, 
a Resource Guide to classic books, journals, and associations, and 
a detailed Index

• entries conclude with Further Readings and cross-references to 
related entries.

April 2018 • 2000 pages
Cloth (978-1-5063-2615-3) • £480.00

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF SURVEILLANCE, 
SECURITY, AND PRIVACY
Three-Volume Set

Edited by Bruce A. Arrigo University 
of North Carolina at Charlotte

Although surveillance hit the headlines with 
revelations by Edward Snowden that the NSA 
had been tracking phone calls worldwide, 
surveillance of citizens by their governments actually has been conducted 
for centuries. Only now, with the advent of modern technologies, it has 
exponentially evolved so that today you can barely step out your door 
without being watched or recorded in some way. In all levels of social 
structure, from the personal to the political to the economic to the judicial, 
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Surveillance, Security and Privacy 
uncovers and explains how surveillance has come to be an integral part 
of how our contemporary society operates worldwide and how it impacts 
our security and privacy. 

Key features include: 

• approximately 450 signed articles, authored by prominent scholars 
from around the globe

• further reading suggestions and cross-references that conclude each 
article guide students further as they explore a topic

• a Reader’s Guide organises entries into broad thematic areas.

May 2018 • 1248 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-5994-6) • £315.00

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HUMAN COMMUNICATION 
SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
Four-Volume Set

Edited by Jack S. Damico and Martin J. Ball Linkoping University

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Human Communication Sciences and Disorders is an in-depth encyclopedia aimed 
at students interested in interdisciplinary perspectives on human communication, both normal and disordered, 
across the lifespan. This  timely and unique set looks at the spectrum of communication disorders, from causation 
and prevention to testing and assessment; through rehabilitation, intervention, and education.

Key features include:

• approximately 650 signed entries across four volumes
• chapters written by top researchers and clinicians across multiple fields
• entries cover a wide range of health issues, core psychology and cognitive sciences, and education.

May 2019 • 2100 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-8083-4) • £560.00 

Special Introductory Offer: £450.00

Cloth (978-1-5063-2615-3) • £480.00

 is an in-depth encyclopedia aimed 
at students interested in interdisciplinary perspectives on human communication, both normal and disordered, 
across the lifespan. This  timely and unique set looks at the spectrum of communication disorders, from causation 

entries cover a wide range of health issues, core psychology and cognitive sciences, and education.

Criminology & Criminal Justice / Education
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
DEVELOPMENTAL 
PSYCHOLOGY AND EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Edited by David Whitebread University 
of Cambridge, Valeska Grau Pontificia 
Universidad Catolica de Chile, Kristiina 
Kumpulainen University of Helsinki, 
Megan McClelland Oregon State 
University, Nancy Perry University of 
British Columbia, and Deborah Pino-
Pasternak Murdoch University    

The SAGE Handbook of Developmental Psychology and Early 
Childhood Education explores key in-depth issues in quality early 
childhood development and education. With the expertise of a body of 
international contributors from Australia, Canada, USA, UK, Finland, The 
Netherlands, Italy, Greece and Chile, the handbook informs leaders on 
the current and future direction of the field. Unlike previous publications 
in the discipline, this title combines research and practice to investigate 
emotional and social development, well-being and mental health, 
language, cultural environments, as well as the role of parents in a child's 
development. This handbook is divided into six key parts:

Part One: Emotional Development 

Part Two: Social Development 

Part Three: Play, Development and Learning 

Part Four: Memory and Understanding 

Part Five: Learning and Language 

Part Six: Executive Functions, Metacognition and Self-Regulation

June 2019 • 500 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7590-3) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
INCLUSION AND 
DIVERSITY IN EDUCATION
Edited by Matthew J. Schuelka University 
of Birmingham, Christopher J. Johnstone 
University of Minnesota, Gary Thomas 
University of Birmingham, and Alfredo 
J. Artiles Arizona State University

The SAGE Handbook of Inclusion and 
Diversity in Education examines policy 
and practice from around the world with respect to broadly conceived 
notions of inclusion and diversity within education. This is a growing and 
significant area of research in education, as there is now increasingly an 
expectation that not only should schools accept all students, but should 
also be able to provide a high-quality educational and social experience 
for these students as well. This handbook sets out to provide a critical 
and comprehensive overview of current thinking and debate around 
aspects such as inclusive education rights, philosophy, context, policy, 
systems, and practices for a global audience, making this an ideal text 
for researchers and policy-makers, as well as for those teaching in 
classrooms today. Chapters are separated across three key parts:

Part One: Conceputalizations and Possibilities of Inclusion and 
Diversity in Education

Part Two: Inclusion and Diversity in Educational Practices, Policies, 
and Systems

Part Three: Inclusion and Diversity in Global and Local 
Educational Contexts

November 2019 • 616 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-3555-2) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
AUTISM AND EDUCATION
Edited by Rita Jordan University 
of Birmingham, Jacqueline M. 
Roberts Griffith University, and 
Kara Anne Hume The University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Education is an important aspect of the 
environmental influences on autism, and 
effective education can have a significant 
effect on outcome for those on the autism 
spectrum. This handbook explores the key concepts, debates and 
research areas in the field. Contributions from a wide range of countries 
and cultures are organised into six key parts:

Part One: Learning Needs and Educational Responses 

Part Two: Early Intervention, Pre-school Education and 
Family Support

Part Three: School/College Based and Academic Education – 
Access and Support 

Part Four: Education for Life and Barriers to Education 

Part Five: Evaluating Education and Support 

Part Six: Collaborative Working in Education

June 2019 • 544 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-5953-8) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
COMPARATIVE STUDIES 
IN EDUCATION
Edited by Larry E. Suter University 
of Michigan, Emma Smith University 
of Warwick, and Brian D. Denman 
University of New England

Educational practices have changed in the 
last few decades, and with the evolution of 
technology, the ways in which exchange of 
information and learning are delivered and processed are ever changing. 
Yet, while the field of international comparative studies has grown, there 
has not been an extensive study on the relationship between educational 
practices, students, and how practitioners are prepared and trained. 
The SAGE Handbook of Comparative Studies in Education explores 
international educational practices and behaviours through new research 
and a review of existing research, with chapters spread across six parts:

Part One: Introduction to Research Practices in Comparative 
Studies of Education

Part Two: Research Methods

Part Three: The Challenges of Policy Transfer

Part Four: Use of Student time in Formal and Informal settings

Part Five: School Practices from Early Childhood through 
Secondary School

Part Six: Conclusion: Lessons from Large Scale Studies

May 2019 • 576 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-1946-0) • £120.00

Education
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
GIFTED AND TALENTED 
EDUCATION
Edited by Belle Wallace TASC International, 
Dorothy A. Sisk Lamar University, and 
John Senior Independent Researcher

The SAGE Handbook of Gifted and Talented 
Education provides a comprehensive and 
international overview of key challenges and 
issues in the field of gifted education, making 
this an invaluable volume for individuals in the fields of education, 
public and private school administration, psychology and beyond. 
Containing contributions by a range of expert authors from around the 
world, chapters include discussions of the wide range of human abilities 
and talents which impinge upon academic success, with explorations 
of various political, social and economic factors which influence how 
‘giftedness' and ‘gifted education' is defined and understood in different 
regions around the globe. Entries are divided across three key themes:

Part One: Concepts of Giftedness and Identification: Social and 
Emotional Needs

Part Two: Educational Provision: Programs and Strategies

Part Three: Global Responses to Emerging Gifted and Talented 
Provision: Defining the Future

November 2018 • 616 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-3115-8) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
Edited by Michael Connolly University 
of South Wales, David H. Eddy-Spicer 
University of Virginia, Chris James 
University of Bath, and Sharon D. Kruse 
Washington State University Vancouver

The SAGE Handbook of School Organization 
presents a substantial review of the history, 
current status and future prospects of the 
field of school organisation. Bringing together 
chapters exploring key issues, important debates and points of tension, 
the handbook highlights the dynamics and interplay of the political, 
social, historical and cultural contexts of the field. Separated across 
five parts, this volume is designed to provide a much-needed critically 
informed and coherent account of the field against a backdrop of 
increasing complexity in which schooling as an institution and schools 
as organisations operate. 

Part One: Schools as Organizations 

Part Two: The Leadership, Management and Governance of Schools 
as Organizations 

Part Three: Theoretical Perspectives on Schools as Organizations

Part Four: Organizing in Schools 

Part Five: Researching Schools as Organizations

December 2018 • 657 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-2066-4) • £120.00

presents a substantial review of the history, 
current status and future prospects of the 

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CRITICAL PEDAGOGIES
Three-Volume Set

Edited by Shirley R. Steinberg University of Calgary and Barry Down Murdoch University 

This extensive handbook brings together different aspects of critical pedagogy with the aim of opening 
up a clear international conversation on the subject, as well as pushing the boundaries of current 
understanding by extending the notion of a pedagogy to multiple pedagogies and perspectives. 
Bringing together a group of contributing authors from around the globe, the chapters will provide a 
unique approach and insight to the discipline by crossing a range of disciplines and articulating both 
philosophical and social common themes. The chapters are organised across three volumes and 
twelve core thematic sections: 

Part One: Social Theories of Critical Pedagogy 

Part Two: Seminal Figures in Critical Pedagogy 

Part Three: Transnational Perspectives and Critical Pedagogy 

Part Four: Indigenous Perspectives and Critical Pedagogy 

Part Five: On Education 

Part Six: In Classrooms 

Part Seven: Critical Community Praxis 

Part Eight: Reading Critical Pedagogy, Reading Paulo Freire 

Part Nine: Communication, Media and Popular Culture 

Part Ten: Arts and Aesthetics 

Part Eleven: Critical Youth Pedagogies 

Part Twelve: Technoscience, Ecology and Wellness

November 2019 • 1632 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-1148-8) • £400.00

Special Introductory Offer: £360.00

Part Four: Organizing in Schools 

Part Five: Researching Schools as Organizations

December 2018 • 657 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-2066-4) • £120.00

 Murdoch University

This extensive handbook brings together different aspects of critical pedagogy with the aim of opening 
up a clear international conversation on the subject, as well as pushing the boundaries of current 
understanding by extending the notion of a pedagogy to multiple pedagogies and perspectives. 
Bringing together a group of contributing authors from around the globe, the chapters will provide a 
unique approach and insight to the discipline by crossing a range of disciplines and articulating both 
philosophical and social common themes. The chapters are organised across three volumes and 

Education
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SAGE Video online collections are developed in partnership with 
leading academics, societies and practitioners to deliver cutting-edge 
pedagogical content mapped to curricular needs.

With more than 1,220 hours of streaming video content that is more than 
65% exclusive to SAGE, SAGE Video provides a complete disciplinary 
resource for students, faculty, and researchers, wherever they are.

Available collections are:

• Business & Management
    New content in 2019!
• Counseling & Psychotherapy
• Criminology &

Criminal Justice
• Education
• Media, Communication   

& Cultural Studies
   New content in 2019!

• Practical Research & Academic Skills*
• Psychology Politics & 
    International Relations
• SAGE Research Methods Video*
• Sociology
• Social Work
 Launching in 2019!

Sign up to trial for 30 days at sk.sagepub.com/video

Summing Up: Recommended. 
Community college through 
graduate students; professionals/
practitioners

–CHOICE

*Available on the SAGE Research Methods platform

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF NATURE
Three-Volume Set

Edited by Terry Marsden Cardiff University

The SAGE Handbook of Nature provides a fully-comprehensive overview of the study of nature and 
natures; which positions nature, the environment, and natural processes at the core of interdisciplinary 
social sciences. This handbook defines the historical context, examines the diversity of present approaches, 
activities and issues; defines the key theoretical paradigms; shows resonances between sub-fields and 
with other fields; explains new developments; situates the relation between theory, research, and practice; 
and concludes by defining the future research agenda for the field. The three volumes are organised in 
sections that discuss these fundamental themes:

• Natural and Socio-Natural Vulnerabilities: Interweaving the Natural and Social Sciences
• Spacing Natures: Sustainable Place Making and Adaptation
• Coupled and (De-Coupled) Socio-Ecological Systems
• Risk and the Environment: Social Theories, Public Understandings, and the Science-Policy Interface
• Hungry and Thirsty Cities and their Regions
• Critical Consumerism and its Manufactured Natures
• Gendered Natured and Eco-Feminism
• Reproductive Natures: Plants, Animals and People
• Nature, Class and Social Inequality

March 2018 • 1744 pages
Cloth (978-1-4462-9857-2) • £400.00

Sign up to trial for 30 days at sk.sagepub.com/video

 provides a fully-comprehensive overview of the study of nature and 
natures; which positions nature, the environment, and natural processes at the core of interdisciplinary 
social sciences. This handbook defines the historical context, examines the diversity of present approaches, 
activities and issues; defines the key theoretical paradigms; shows resonances between sub-fields and 
with other fields; explains new developments; situates the relation between theory, research, and practice; 
and concludes by defining the future research agenda for the field. The three volumes are organised in 

Risk and the Environment: Social Theories, Public Understandings, and the Science-Policy Interface
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
NURSING EDUCATION
Edited by Carol Hall University of 
Nottingham, Mary Gobbi University of 
Southampton, Kathryn Whitcomb and 
Patricia Yoder-Wise both at Texas Tech 
University Health Sciences Center

In the past several years, a revival of research 
devoted to nursing education has emerged. 
This emergence has changed the way many 
educators engage in their practice of working 
with learners; and learners have come to expect that they will have a 
rich learning experience designed to develop new (or enhance prior) 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes. The SAGE Handbook of Nursing 
Education provides a detailed map of the current discipline, with a 
carefully selected team of international contributors offering the latest 
thinking about education in nursing across key areas:

Part One: Roots, Issues and Structures 

Part Two: Curriculum Development and Programme Design

Part Three Contemporary Issues in Teaching and Learning

Part Four: Key considerations in Assessment methodology 

Part Five: Educational Research

Part Six: The Scholarly Role of Educators

November 2019 • 592 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-6914-8) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF YOUTH WORK PRACTICE
Edited by Pam Alldred Brunel University London, Fin Cullen St Mary's University Twickenham, 
Kathy Edwards RMIT University, and Dana Fusco York College, City University of New York

The SAGE Handbook of Youth Work Practice showcases the value of professional work with young people 
as it is practised in diverse forms in different locations around the world. The editors have brought together an 
international team of contributors who reflect the wide range of approaches that identify as youth work, and 
the even wider range of approaches that identify variously as community work or community development work 
with young people, youth programmes, and work with young people within care, development and (informal) 
education frameworks. A unique and essential resource for youth workers, researchers and academics in youth 
work, youth studies, childhood studies, and community work, the handbook is structured to explore histories, 
current practice and future directions around the following parts: 

Part One: Approaches to Youth Work Across Time and Place 

Part Two: Professional Work With Young People: Projects and Practices to Inspire 

Part Three: Values and Ethics in Work with Young People 

Part Four: Current Challenges, Future Possibilities

July 2018 • 672 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-3952-3) • £120.00

showcases the value of professional work with young people 
as it is practised in diverse forms in different locations around the world. The editors have brought together an 
international team of contributors who reflect the wide range of approaches that identify as youth work, and 
the even wider range of approaches that identify variously as community work or community development work 
with young people, youth programmes, and work with young people within care, development and (informal) 
education frameworks. A unique and essential resource for youth workers, researchers and academics in youth 
work, youth studies, childhood studies, and community work, the handbook is structured to explore histories, 

Request one of other 
catalogues online at 
sagepub.com or phone us 
on +44 (0)20 7324 8500
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THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF THE INTERNET
Three-Volume Set

Edited by Barney Warf 
University of Kansas

The Internet needs no introduction, and 
its significance today can hardly be 
exaggerated. Today, more people are more 
connected technologically to one another 
than at any other time in human existence. 
For a large share of the world’s people, the Internet, text messaging, 
and various other forms of digital social media such as Facebook have 
become thoroughly woven into the routines and rhythms of daily life. 
The Internet has transformed how we seek information, communicate, 
entertain ourselves, find partners, and, increasingly, it shapes our notions 
of identity and community. The SAGE Encyclopedia of the Internet 
addresses the many related topics pertaining to cyberspace, email, the 
World Wide Web, and social media.  Entries range from popular topics 
such as Alibaba and YouTube to important current controversies such 
as net neutrality and cyberterrorism.  The goal of the encyclopedia is 
to provide the most comprehensive collection of authoritative entries 
on the Internet available, written in a style accessible to academic and 
non-academic audiences alike.

May 2018 • 1120 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-2661-5) • £250.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
WEB HISTORY
Edited by Niels Brügger Aarhus University 
and Ian Milligan University of Waterloo

The Web has been with us now for almost 
25 years. An integral part of our social, 
cultural and political lives, ‘new media’ is 
simply not that new anymore. Despite the 
rapidly expanding archives of information 
at our disposal, and the recent growth of 
interest in web history as a field of research, 
the information available to us still far outstrips our understanding of how 
to interpret it. This handbook marks the first comprehensive review of this 
subject to date. Its editors emphasise two main different forms of study: 
the use of the web as an historical resource, and the web as an object 
of study in its own right. Bringing together all the existing knowledge of 
the field, with an interdisciplinary focus and an international scope, this 
is an incomparable resource for historians and students alike.

Part One: The Web and Historiography

Part Two: Theoretical and Methodological Reflections

Part Three: Technical and Structural Dimensions of Web History

Part Four: Platforms on the Web

Part Five: Web History and Users, some Case Studies

Part Six: The Roads Ahead

December 2018 • 625 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-8005-1) • £120.00

THE SAGE INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF MUSIC AND CULTURE
Five-Volume Set

Edited by Janet Sturman The University of Arizona

The SAGE International Encyclopedia of Music and Culture, presents key concepts in the study of 
music in its cultural context and provides a introduction to the discipline of ethnomusicology, its methods, 
concerns, and its contributions to knowledge and understanding of the world's musical cultures, styles, and 
practices. The diverse voices of contributors to this encyclopedia confirm ethnomusicology's fundamental 
ethos of inclusion and respect for diversity. Combined, the multiplicity of topics and approaches are 
presented in an easy-to-search A-Z format and offer a fresh perspective on the field and the subject of 
music in culture.

Key features include:

• approximately 1,000 signed articles, authored by prominent scholars, are arranged A-to-Z and published 
in a choice of print or electronic editions

• pedagogical elements include Further Readings and Cross References to conclude each article and a 
Reader’s Guide in the front matter organising entries by broad topical or thematic areas

• back matter includes an annotated Resource Guide to further research, an appendix listing and briefly 
describing notable music across varied fields, and a detailed Index.

March 2019 • 2400 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-1775-5) • £700.00

Special Introductory Offer: £560.00

Part Six: The Roads Ahead

December 2018 • 625 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-8005-1) • £120.00

, presents key concepts in the study of 
music in its cultural context and provides a introduction to the discipline of ethnomusicology, its methods, 
concerns, and its contributions to knowledge and understanding of the world's musical cultures, styles, and 
practices. The diverse voices of contributors to this encyclopedia confirm ethnomusicology's fundamental 
ethos of inclusion and respect for diversity. Combined, the multiplicity of topics and approaches are 
presented in an easy-to-search A-Z format and offer a fresh perspective on the field and the subject of 

approximately 1,000 signed articles, authored by prominent scholars, are arranged A-to-Z and published 

pedagogical elements include Further Readings and Cross References to conclude each article and a 
Reader’s Guide in the front matter organising entries by broad topical or thematic areas
back matter includes an annotated Resource Guide to further research, an appendix listing and briefly 
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THE SAGE INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF MASS MEDIA AND SOCIETY
Five-Volume Set

Edited by Debra L. Merskin University of Oregon

This encyclopedia provides a thorough overview of mass media within social and cultural contexts, exploring 
the development of the mass communication industry, mass communication regulations, and societal 
interactions and effects. The reference comprehensively covers mass media around the world in its varied 
forms - newspapers, magazines, radio, television, film, books, music, websites, social media, mobile media - 
and describes the role of each in both mirroring and shaping society. The SAGE International Encyclopedia 
of Mass Media and Society assists students exploring such questions as: Has America become what 
sociologists call a mediated culture, where media reflect and create the culture? What is wrong or right with 
the theory that people generally choose what to watch or read based on what they already believe, and so 
media exert a negligible influence?  What forces guide the books we read, movies we enjoy, television shows 
we watch and even the toys we buy?  Why do ‘reality shows’ saturate TV network schedules?  How can the 
Federal Communications Commission in the U.S. punish a network for ‘indecent broadcasting’ when the First 
Amendment protects freedom of expression?  Do media reflect and project the view of a minority elite that control 
media?  How does such control change with new media empowering previously unheard voices and individuals? 

Key features include:

• approximately 900 articles spread across five volumes
• international in scope, with perspectives from around the world
• interdisciplinary approach, with scholars and entries drawn from media and communications, sociology, anthropology, social psychology, politics, 

and business

March 2019 • 2300 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-7553-3) • £700.00 

Special Introductory Offer: £560.00

This encyclopedia provides a thorough overview of mass media within social and cultural contexts, exploring 
the development of the mass communication industry, mass communication regulations, and societal 
interactions and effects. The reference comprehensively covers mass media around the world in its varied 
forms - newspapers, magazines, radio, television, film, books, music, websites, social media, mobile media - 

The SAGE International Encyclopedia 
 assists students exploring such questions as: Has America become what 

sociologists call a mediated culture, where media reflect and create the culture? What is wrong or right with 
the theory that people generally choose what to watch or read based on what they already believe, and so 
media exert a negligible influence?  What forces guide the books we read, movies we enjoy, television shows 
we watch and even the toys we buy?  Why do ‘reality shows’ saturate TV network schedules?  How can the 
Federal Communications Commission in the U.S. punish a network for ‘indecent broadcasting’ when the First 
Amendment protects freedom of expression?  Do media reflect and project the view of a minority elite that control 
media?  How does such control change with new media empowering previously unheard voices and individuals? 

Discover award-winning digital primary 
source collections for the humanities and 
social sciences. 

View new products for 2019 and request a free trial at amdigital.co.uk

Adam Matthew Digital works closely with leading 
international archives to select, digitise and publish 
their unique collections. Digitised material includes 
manuscripts, video, government records, photographs, 
newspapers, maps, audio, artwork, and more. More 
than 60 interdisciplinary titles offer fascinating research 
and teaching opportunities for undergraduate and 
postgraduate students, researchers and academics.
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF MEDIA AND MIGRATION
Edited by Kevin Smets Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Koen Leurs Utrecht University, 
Myria Georgiou London School of Economics and Political Science, Saskia Witteborn The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, and Radhika Gajjala Bowling Green State University

The SAGE Handbook of Media and Migration offers a comprehensive overview of media and 
migration through new research, as well as a review of present scholarship in this expanding and 
promising field. It explores key interdisciplinary concepts and methodologies, and how these are 
challenged by new realities and the links between contemporary migration patterns and its use of 
mediated processes. Although primarily grounded in media and communication studies, the handbook 
builds on research in the fields of sociology, anthropology, political science, urban studies, science 
and technology studies, human rights, development studies, and gender and sexuality studies to bring 
to the forefront key theories, concepts and methodological approaches to the study of the movement 
of people. The editors have assembled a group of international scholars to investigate community 
and identity, intercultural communication, the role of the internet among displaced people, racialised 
communication, use of data in migration management, as well as the research methods in the study of 
media and migration. With its seven parts, the handbook dissects important areas of cross-disciplinary 
and generational discourse for graduate students, early career researcher, migration management 
practitioners, and academics in the fields of media and migration studies, international development, 
communication studies, and the wider social science discipline:

Part One: Keywords and Legacies 

Part Two: Methodologies 

Part Three: Communities and Identities 

Part Four: Representations 

Part Five: Borders and Human Rights 

Part Six: Conflicts 

Part Seven: Space and Place

October 2019 • 624 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-4721-0) • £120.00

SOCIAL MEDIA STUDIES
Two-Volume Set

Edited by Duan Peng and Zhang Lei 
both at Communication University 
of China and Arts

Social Media Studies aims to bring 
together different approaches on social 
media studies, ranging from theoretical to 
empirical explorations. Through the mapping 
of this rapidly changing academic field, this 
work is designed to reflect the intertwining 
relationship between social media studies and various disciplines, 
including media and communication studies, sociology, anthropology, 
political science, economics and history. It also adopts global/regional 
perspectives to document the academic and cultural works on social 
media in different societies and countries. In fact, the internet has 
transcended both geographical and social boundaries so profoundly 
that it keeps meeting resistance in all kinds of social terrain, which has 
also inspired considerable research work. Chapters are separated into 
four key parts:

Part One: What is Social Media?

Part Two: Social Media and Sociality

Part Three: Social Media and Economics

Part Four: Social Media and Politics

SAGE BENCHMARKS IN COMMUNICATION
September 2018 • 1390 pages
Cloth (978-9-352-80663-8) • £375.00 

Special Introductory Offer: £300.00

STYLISTICS
Six-Volume Set

Edited by Masanori Toyota 
Kyoto University 

Stylistics is a branch of applied linguistics 
which studies style, especially in works of 
literature. Above all, it has long fascinated 
academics working at the interface between 
language and literature. This new major work 
deals with the general issues of theories and 
methods from formalist stylistics to corpus 
stylistics, cognitive stylistics, and creative stylistics. It focuses on the 
‘Aspects of Stylistics’, such as foregrounding, transitivity, creativity, 
thought presentation, ideology, metaphor, collocation, identification and 
contextualisation. The six volumes are grouped around four key themes:

Part One: Theories and Methods

Part Two: Aspects of Stylistics

Part Three: Stylistics of Prose

Part Four: Stylistics of Verse and Drama

SAGE BENCHMARKS IN LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS
October 2018 • 2102 pages
Cloth (978-9-352-80662-1) • £1,025.00 

Special Introductory Offer: £925.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF MEDIA AND MIGRATION
Edited by 
Myria Georgiou
Chinese University of Hong Kong

The SAGE Handbook of Media and Migration
migration through new research, as well as a review of present scholarship in this expanding and 
promising field. It explores key interdisciplinary concepts and methodologies, and how these are 
challenged by new realities and the links between contemporary migration patterns and its use of 
mediated processes. Although primarily grounded in media and communication studies, the handbook 
builds on research in the fields of sociology, anthropology, political science, urban studies, science 
and technology studies, human rights, development studies, and gender and sexuality studies to bring 
to the forefront key theories, concepts and methodological approaches to the study of the movement 
of people. The editors have assembled a group of international scholars to investigate community 
and identity, intercultural communication, the role of the internet among displaced people, racialised 
communication, use of data in migration management, as well as the research methods in the study of 
media and migration. With its seven parts, the handbook dissects important areas of cross-disciplinary 
and generational discourse for graduate students, early career researcher, migration management 
practitioners, and academics in the fields of media and migration studies, international development, 
communication studies, and the wider social science discipline:

Part One: Keywords and Legacies 

Part Two: Methodologies 

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF MEDIA AND MIGRATION

Saskia Witteborn The 
 Bowling Green State University

 offers a comprehensive overview of media and 
migration through new research, as well as a review of present scholarship in this expanding and 
promising field. It explores key interdisciplinary concepts and methodologies, and how these are 
challenged by new realities and the links between contemporary migration patterns and its use of 
mediated processes. Although primarily grounded in media and communication studies, the handbook 
builds on research in the fields of sociology, anthropology, political science, urban studies, science 
and technology studies, human rights, development studies, and gender and sexuality studies to bring 
to the forefront key theories, concepts and methodological approaches to the study of the movement 
of people. The editors have assembled a group of international scholars to investigate community 
and identity, intercultural communication, the role of the internet among displaced people, racialised 
communication, use of data in migration management, as well as the research methods in the study of 
media and migration. With its seven parts, the handbook dissects important areas of cross-disciplinary 
and generational discourse for graduate students, early career researcher, migration management 
practitioners, and academics in the fields of media and migration studies, international development, 
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
THE HISTORY, 
PHILOSOPHY AND 
SOCIOLOGY OF 
INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS
Edited by Andreas Gofas Panteion 
University of Social and Political Sciences, 
Inanna Hamati-Ataya University of 
Cambridge, and Nicholas Onuf 
Florida International University

The SAGE Handbook of the History, Philosophy and Sociology of 
International Relations offers a panoramic overview of the broad field 
of international relations by integrating three distinct but interrelated 
foci. It retraces the historical development of international relations as 
a professional field of study, explores the philosophical foundations of 
international relations, and interrogates the sociological mechanisms 
through which scholarship is produced and the field is structured. 
Comprising thirty-eight chapters from both established scholars and 
an emerging generation of innovative meta-theorists and theoretically 
driven empiricists, the handbook fosters discussion of the field from the 
inside out, forcing us to come to grips with the widely held perception 
that international relations is experiencing an existential crisis quite unlike 
anything else in its hundred-year history.

Part One: The Inward Gaze: Introductory Reflections

Part Two: Imagining the International, Acknowledging the Global

Part Three: The Search for (an) Identity

Part Four: International Relations as a Profession

Part Five: Looking Ahead: The Future of Meta-Analysis

August 2018 • 616 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-6659-8) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK 
OF PROPAGANDA
Edited by Paul Baines University of Leicester, 
Nicholas O'Shaughnessy Queen Mary University of London, 
and Nancy Snow Kyoto University of Foreign Studies

The SAGE Handbook of Propaganda unpacks the topic of propaganda 
to explain how it works on the human psyche, in what ways and in 
what contexts. The editors have gathered international scholars to 
discuss leadership propaganda, war propaganda, propaganda for 
peace marketing, propaganda as psychological tool, terror-enhanced 
propaganda, and the internet and present mediated tools of propaganda. 
Unlike previous publications on the subject, this book brings to the 
forefront current manifestations and processes of propaganda such as 
Islamist, and Far Right propaganda. Across four parts, the handbook 
offers researchers and academics of propaganda studies, peace and 
conflict studies, media and communication studies, political science 
and governance marketing, as well as intelligence and law enforcement 
communities, a comprehensive overview of the tools and context of 
development and evolution of propaganda from the twentieth century 
to the present: 

Part One: Concepts and Precepts in Propaganda Research

Part Two: Methodological Approaches in Propaganda Research 

Part Three: Tools and Techniques in Counter-Propaganda Research 

Part Four: Propaganda in Context

December 2019 • 650 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-5998-5) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH METHODS IN 
POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Two-Volume Set

Edited by Luigi Curini Università degli Studi di Milano and Robert Franzese University of Michigan

The SAGE Handbook of Research Methods in Political Science and International Relations offers 
a comprehensive overview of the field and its research processes through the empirical and research 
scholarship of leading international authors. The book is structured along the lines of applied research 
in the discipline: from formulating good research questions and designing a good research project, to 
various modes of theoretical argumentation, through conceptualisation, to empirical measurement and 
analysis. Each chapter offers new approaches and builds upon existing methods. Through its seven parts, 
undergraduate and graduate students, researchers and practicing academics, will be guided through the 
design, methods and analysis of issues in political science and international relations discipline: 

Part One: Formulating Good Research Questions and Designing Good Research Projects 

Part Two: Methods of Theoretical Argumentation 

Part Three: Conceptualization and Measurement 

Part Four: Large-Scale Data Collection and Representation Methods 

Part Five: Quantitative-Empirical Methods  

Part Six: Qualitative and "Mixed" Methods 

Part Seven: EITM and EMTI

December 2019 • 1260 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-5993-0) • £265.00 

Special Introductory Offer: £240.00

Part Three: Tools and Techniques in Counter-Propaganda Research 

Part Four: Propaganda in Context

December 2019 • 650 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-5998-5) • £120.00

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

 University of Michigan

The SAGE Handbook of Research Methods in Political Science and International Relations offers 
a comprehensive overview of the field and its research processes through the empirical and research 
scholarship of leading international authors. The book is structured along the lines of applied research 
in the discipline: from formulating good research questions and designing a good research project, to 
various modes of theoretical argumentation, through conceptualisation, to empirical measurement and 
analysis. Each chapter offers new approaches and builds upon existing methods. Through its seven parts, 
undergraduate and graduate students, researchers and practicing academics, will be guided through the 
design, methods and analysis of issues in political science and international relations discipline: 

Part One: Formulating Good Research Questions and Designing Good Research Projects 

Politics & International Relations
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF ASIAN FOREIGN POLICY
Two-Volume Set

Edited by Takashi Inoguchi The University of Tokyo

Comprising 60.3 percent of the world’s 7.2 billion population, Asia is an enigma to many in the 
West. Hugely dynamic in its demographic, economic, technological and financial development, 
its changes are as rapid as they are diverse. The SAGE Handbook of Asian Foreign Policy 
provides the reader with a clear, balanced and comprehensive overview on Asia’s foreign policy 
and accompanying theoretical trends. Placing the diverse and dynamic substance of Asia’s 
international relations first, and bringing together an authoritative assembly of contributors 
from across the world, this is a reliable introduction to non-Western intellectual traditions in 
Asia. Chapters are separated across the following key themes:

Part One: Theories

Part Two: Themes

Part Three: Transnational Politics

Part Four: Domestic Politics

Part Five: Transnational Economics

Part Six: Foreign Policies of Asian States

Part Seven: Offshore Actors

Part Eight: Bilateral Issues

Part Nine: Comparison of Asian Sub-Regions

December 2019 • 1260 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7799-0) • £265.00 

Special Introductory Offer: £240.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF ASIAN FOREIGN POLICY

Comprising 60.3 percent of the world’s 7.2 billion population, Asia is an enigma to many in the 
West. Hugely dynamic in its demographic, economic, technological and financial development, 

The SAGE Handbook of Asian Foreign Policy 
provides the reader with a clear, balanced and comprehensive overview on Asia’s foreign policy 
and accompanying theoretical trends. Placing the diverse and dynamic substance of Asia’s 
international relations first, and bringing together an authoritative assembly of contributors 
from across the world, this is a reliable introduction to non-Western intellectual traditions in 

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
NEOLIBERALISM
Edited by Damien Cahill, 
Melinda Cooper, Martijn Konings, and 
David Primrose all at University of Sydney

Over the last two decades, ‘neoliberalism’ 
has emerged as a key concept within a 
range of social science disciplines including 
sociology, polit ical science, human 
geography, anthropology, political economy, 
and cultural studies. The SAGE Handbook 
of Neoliberalism comprises the cutting-edge of contemporary 
scholarship, bringing together international scholars to explore the 
different ways in which neoliberalism has been understood. It does 
this by bringing different modes of interpretation – institutionalist, 
and constructivist, Foucauldian and Marxist – into conversation. As 
well as these more established approaches, the handbook focuses 
upon diversity and complexity, representing the plurality of scholarly 
interpretations of neoliberalism.

Part One: Perspectives

Part Two: Sources

Part Three: Variations and Diffusions

Part Four: The State

Part Five: Social and Economic Restructuring

Part Six: Cultural Dimensions

Part Seven: Neoliberalism and Beyond

March 2018 • 720 pages
Cloth (978-1-4129-6172-1) • £120.00

Continue the 
conversation! Follow 
us on Twitter 
@sagelibrarynews 
and on Instagram 
@sagepub_library

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH METHODS IN 
POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Two-Volume Set

Edited by Luigi Curini Università degli Studi di Milano and Robert Franzese University of Michigan

The SAGE Handbook of Research Methods in Political Science and International Relations offers 
a comprehensive overview of the field and its research processes through the empirical and research 
scholarship of leading international authors. The book is structured along the lines of applied research 
in the discipline: from formulating good research questions and designing a good research project, to 
various modes of theoretical argumentation, through conceptualisation, to empirical measurement and 
analysis. Each chapter offers new approaches and builds upon existing methods. Through its seven parts, 
undergraduate and graduate students, researchers and practicing academics, will be guided through the 
design, methods and analysis of issues in political science and international relations discipline: 

Part One: Formulating Good Research Questions and Designing Good Research Projects 

Part Two: Methods of Theoretical Argumentation 

Part Three: Conceptualization and Measurement 

Part Four: Large-Scale Data Collection and Representation Methods 

Part Five: Quantitative-Empirical Methods  

Part Six: Qualitative and "Mixed" Methods 

Part Seven: EITM and EMTI

December 2019 • 1260 pages
Cloth (978-1-5264-5993-0) • £265.00 

Special Introductory Offer: £240.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF ASIAN FOREIGN POLICY
Two-Volume Set

Edited by 

Comprising 60.3 percent of the world’s 7.2 billion population, Asia is an enigma to many in the 
West. Hugely dynamic in its demographic, economic, technological and financial development, 
its changes are as rapid as they are diverse. 
provides the reader with a clear, balanced and comprehensive overview on Asia’s foreign policy 
and accompanying theoretical trends. Placing the diverse and dynamic substance of Asia’s 
international relations first, and bringing together an authoritative assembly of contributors 
from across the world, this is a reliable introduction to non-Western intellectual traditions in 
Asia. Chapters are separated across the following key themes:

Part One: Theories

Part Two: Themes

Part Three: Transnational Politics

Part Four: Domestic Politics

Part Five: Transnational Economics

Part Six: Foreign Policies of Asian States

Part Seven: Offshore Actors

Part Eight: Bilateral Issues

Part Nine: Comparison of Asian Sub-Regions

December 2019 • 1260 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7799-0) • £265.00 

Special Introductory Offer: £240.00
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POLITICAL HANDBOOK OF 
THE WORLD 2018-2019
Edited by Tom Lansford University of 
Southern Mississippi, Gulf Coast

The Political Handbook of the World 
provides timely, thorough, and accurate 
political information, with more in-depth 
coverage of current political controversies 
than any other reference guide. The updated 
2018-2019 edition will continue to be the most 
authoritative source for finding complete facts 
and analysis on each country's governmental 
and political makeup. Compiling in one place 
more than 200 entries on countries and territories throughout the world, 
this volume is renowned for its extensive coverage of all major and minor 
political parties and groups in each political system.

June 2019 • 2000 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-2712-9) • £420.00

Previous editions also available

POLITICAL HANDBOOK OF 

HISTORIC DOCUMENTS 
OF 2018
Edited by Heather Kerrigan

Published annually since 1972, the Historic 
Documents series has made primary source 
research easy by presenting excerpts from 
documents on the important events of each 
year for the United States and the World. 
Each volume pairs original background 
narratives with well over 100 documents to 
chronicle the major events of the year, from 
official reports and surveys to speeches from 
leaders and opinion makers, to court cases, 
legislation, testimony, and much more. 

September 2019 • 750 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-5253-4) • £265.00

Other recent volumes also available:
Historic Documents of 2017
September 2018 • 768 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-0070-2) • £265.00

Historic Documents of 2016
September 2017 • 768 pages
Cloth (978-1-063-7500-7) • £260.00

HISTORIC DOCUMENTS 

CQ ALMANAC 2018
CQ Roll Call

Trusted by scholars for over seventy years, 
the latest edition of CQ Almanac provides an 
unbiased look at the political and legislative 
issues that mattered most in 2017 with 
original narrative accounts of the major U.S. 
legislative efforts carried out by lawmakers 
during the congressional session. Arranged 
thematically, it organises, distills, and cross 
indexes for permanent reference the full year 
in Congress and in national politics.

December 2019
Cloth (978-1-5443-5233-6) • £470.00

Previous editions also available

CQ ALMANAC 2018

WASHINGTON 
INFORMATION 
DIRECTORY 2019-2020
Edited by CQ Press

The Washington Information Directory is 
the essential one-stop source for information 
on U.S. governmental and nongovernmental 
agencies and organisations. This thoroughly 
researched guide provides capsule 
descriptions that help users quickly and 
easily find the right person at the right 
organisation. With more than 10,000 listings 
and coverage of the new presidential administration, the 2019-2020 
edition features contact information for the 116th Congress, federal 
agencies, NGOs, state governors, foreign diplomats, and more. 

September 2019 • 1050 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-5283-1) • £200.00

Previous editions also available

WASHINGTON 

CONGRESS AND THE 
NATION XIV
Edited by David Hosansky

Chronicl ing the polar ised par t isan 
environment during the President Barak 
Obama's second term, Congress and the 
Nation 2013-2016, Vol. XIV is the most 
authoritative reference on congressional 
lawmaking and trends during the 113th 
and 114th Congresses. Organised by 
policy area, each chapter summarises the 
legislative activity, including a chronology 
and legislative history of the bills passed and 
the major provisions of the final laws.

January 2020 • 3000 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-5066-0) • £295.00

Previous editions also available

CONGRESS AND THE 

New from 
CQ Press
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SUPREME COURT 
YEARBOOK 2018-2019
Kenneth Jost

The Supreme Court Yearbook has long 
been a go-to resource for researchers looking 
for easy-to-understand Court coverage. Each 
edition provides complete coverage of the 
Court's activities during a term, including a 
comprehensive overview, brief summaries 
of each opinion, and expanded summaries 
of the ten most impactful decisions. The 
chapters include valuable analysis of Court 
trends, ideological shifts in power, voting 
alignment, and voting patterns.

November 2019
Online (978-1-5443-5440-8) • £305.00

Previous editions also available

SUPREME COURT 

STATE RANKINGS 2019
Edited by Kathleen O'Leary Morgan 
and Scott Morgan

Published annually, State Rankings features 
comprehensive state statistics making it easy 
to compare states across key measures in 
education, health, crime, transportation, 
taxes, government finance, and so much 
more. The editors compile useful statistics 
that would otherwise take an enormous 
amount of time to research making it a 
favorite resource on reference shelves 
throughout the United States and around 
the world.

June 2019 • 624 pages
Cloth (978-1-5443-5372-2) • £250.00
Paper (978-1-5443-5371-5) • £160.00

Previous editions also available

STATE RANKINGS 2019

THE CQ PRESS GUIDE TO 
RADICAL POLITICS IN 
THE UNITED STATES
Edited by Susan Burgess and 
Kate Leeman Ohio University

The CQ Press Guide to Radical Politics in 
the United States is a unique work which 
provides an overview of radical U.S. political 
movements on both the left and the right 
sides of the ideological spectrum. It focuses 
on analysing the origins and trajectory of 
the various movements, and the impact that 
movement ideas and activities have had on mainstream American politics.

June 2016 • 384 pages
Cloth (978-1-4522-9227-4) • £145.00

AMERICA VOTES 33
Rhodes Cook

First published during the Eisenhower 
administration, researchers have long 
depended on America Votes for its 
consistent and detailed presentation of 
election data from across disparate state 
election offices. Author Rhodes Cook brings 
to the volume years of election analysis 
experience and expertise in navigating 
the complicated U.S. electoral landscape. 
Thorough, extensive in scope, and 
meticulously researched, America Votes 
includes official, state-certified election 
returns for the 2017-2018 House, Senate, and gubernatorial elections.

January 2020 • 520 pages
Cloth (978-1-5063-6898-6) • £195.00

Previous editions also available

AMERICA VOTES 33

THE CQ PRESS GUIDE TO 
URBAN POLITICS AND 
POLICY IN THE UNITED 
STATES
Edited by Christine Kelleher Palus 
Villanova University and Richardson 
Dilworth Drexel University

The CQ Press Guide to Urban Politics and 
Policy in the United States is a valuable 
reference on the topics in urban politics and 
policy in the United States. The thematic and 
narrative structure allows researchers to dip into a topic in urban politics 
for a deeper historical and comparative context than would be possible 
in an A-to-Z encyclopedia entry or in an urban studies course text.

October 2016 • 488 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-5003-5) • £145.00

THE CQ PRESS GUIDE TO 
U.S. ELECTIONS
Seventh Edition

Two-Volume Set

Edited by Deborah Kalb

The CQ Press Guide to U.S. Elections, 
Seventh Edition is a comprehensive, two-
volume reference providing information on 
the U.S. electoral process, in-depth analysis 
on specific political eras and issues, and 
everything in between. Thoroughly revised 
and infused with new data, analysis, and 
discussion of issues relating to elections through 2015, the Guide 
includes chapters on the analysis of the campaigns for presidency, 
candidates, winners/losers, and election returns data, and the coverage 
of campaign finance.

March 2016 • 2192 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-8036-0) • £380.00 
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THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF INTELLECTUAL AND 
DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISORDERS
Four-Volume Set

Edited by Ellen Braaten 
Harvard Medical School

Intellectual and developmental disorders are 
significant and growing issues that are studied across a number of 
disciplines. According to the Centers for Disease Control “about one in 
six, or about 15%, of children aged 3 through 17 years have one or more 
developmental disabilities,” such as ADHD, autism spectrum disorders, 
cerebral palsy, intellectual disability, and learning disability. The SAGE 
Encyclopedia of Intellectual and Developmental Disorders is aimed 
at students interested in psychology, counselling, education, social work, 
psychiatry, health sciences, and more. This encyclopedia will provide 
an in-depth look at a wide range of disorders, alongside interventions, 
the latest research translated for an undergraduate audience, historical 
context, and assessment tools for higher-level students. This ground-
breaking work will take a truly interdisciplinary approach by also covering 
sociocultural viewpoints, policy implications, educational applications, 
ethical issues, and more.

April 2018 • 1944 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-9229-5) • £480.00

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF LIFESPAN HUMAN 
DEVELOPMENT
Five-Volume Set

Edited by Marc H. Bornstein 
National Institute of Child Health 
and Human Development

Lifespan human development is the study of 
all aspects of biological, physical, cognitive, 
socioemotional, and contextual development from conception to the 
end of life. In approximately 800 signed articles by experts from a wide 
diversity of fields, this volume explores all individual and situational 
factors related to human development across the lifespan. The SAGE 
Encyclopedia of Lifespan Human Development is an authoritative, 
discipline-defining work for students and researchers seeking to 
become familiar with various theories and empirical findings about 
human development broadly construed. This encyclopedia is designed 
for students and researchers seeking to become familiar with the various 
approaches to and theories of human development as well as past and 
current research.

Key features include:

• approximately 800 signed articles across five volumes

• entries written by experts from the fields of child development, 
psychology, neuroscience, behaviour analysis, education, sociology, 
and more.

May 2018 • 2616 pages
Cloth (978-1-5063-0765-7) • £700.00

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CRIMINAL PSYCHOLOGY
Four-Volume Set

Edited by Robert D. Morgan Texas Tech University

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Criminal Psychology explores the intersection of psychology (e.g. social, forensic, 
clinical), criminal justice, sociology, and criminology. The interdisciplinary study of human behaviour in legal contexts 
includes numerous topics on criminal behaviour, police psychology, crime detection and prevention, eyewitness 
identification, prison life, offender assessment and rehabilitation, risk assessment and management, offender mental 
health, community reintegration, and juvenile offending. The study of these topics has been increasing continually 
since the late 1800s, with people trained in many legal professions such as policing, social work, law, mental health, 
and corrections. Aimed at students and practitioners, this comprehensive work provides the most current empirical 
information on those topics of greatest concern to students who desire to work in these fields.

Key features include:

• over 500 entries from top empirically driven researchers and clinicians across multiple fields

• a unique look at criminal behaviour primarily through a scientific lens.

March 2019 • 2120 pages
Cloth (978-1-4833-9226-4) • £560.00 

Special Introductory Offer: £450.00

ethical issues, and more.

Cloth (978-1-4833-9229-5) • £480.00
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF APPLIED SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Edited by Kieran O'Doherty University of Guelph and Darrin Hodgetts Massey University

In the present epoch of global change, movement, interconnection and the intensification of social 
issues within and across many societies, applied social psychology is more relevant than ever. The 
SAGE Handbook of Applied Social Psychology offers an overview of the field and the disparate and 
evolving approaches. This handbook is a uniting and invigorating resource for the field of applied social 
psychology. Through an international team of contributors, the handbook brings prominent research 
literature together and organises it around ten key areas: 

Part One: Culture, Race, Indigeneity

Part Two: Gender and Sexuality

Part Three: Politics

Part Four: Health and Mental Health

Part Five: Work

Part Six: Ageing

Part Seven: Communication 

Part Eight: Education

Part Nine: Environment

Part Ten: Criminal Justice, Law and Crime

January 2019 • 601 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-6926-1) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF APPLIED SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
 Massey University

In the present epoch of global change, movement, interconnection and the intensification of social 
issues within and across many societies, applied social psychology is more relevant than ever. The 

 offers an overview of the field and the disparate and 
evolving approaches. This handbook is a uniting and invigorating resource for the field of applied social 
psychology. Through an international team of contributors, the handbook brings prominent research 

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
PERSONALITY AND 
INDIVIDUAL 
DIFFERENCES
Three-Volume Set

Edited by Virgil Zeigler-Hill and Todd K. 
Shackelford both at Oakland University

The examination of personality and individual 
differences is a major field of research in the modern discipline of 
psychology. Concerned with the ways humans develop an organised set 
of characteristics to shape themselves and the world around them, it is a 
study of how people come to be ‘different’ and ‘similar’ to others, on both 
an individual and a cultural level. The SAGE Handbook of Personality 
and Individual Difference is the broadest and most comprehensive 
overview of the field to date. With outstanding contributions from leading 
scholars across the world, this is an invaluable resource for researchers 
and graduate students. Its three volumes cover all of the central concepts, 
domains and debates of this globally-expanding discipline, including the 
core theoretical perspectives, research strategies, as well as the origins, 
applications, and measurement of personality and individual difference.

Volume One: The Science of Personality and Individual Differences
Cloth (978-1-5264-4517-9) • £120.00

Volume Two: Origins of Personality and Individual Differences 
Cloth (978-1-5264-4518-6) • £120.00

Volume Three: Applications of Personality and Individual Differences
Cloth (978-1-5264-4519-3) • £120.00

Three-Volume Set • May 2018 • 1840 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-4831-0) • £360.00

Psychology & Counselling
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
ETHICS
Edited by Ron Iphofen and 
Martin Tolich University of Otago

The emergent, dynamic and interactional 
nature of most qualitative research allows 
little time to reflect on the very important 
ethical responsibilities and obligations. The 
SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research 
Ethics provides a much-needed and in-depth review of the distinctive 
set of ethical considerations which accompanies qualitative research. 
Contributions from leading international researchers have been carefully 
organised into six key thematic sections: 

Part One: Thick Descriptions of Qualitative Research Ethics

Part Two: Qualitative Research Ethics by Technique

Part Three: Ethics as Politics

Part Four: Qualitative Research Ethics with Vulnerable Groups

Part Five: Relational Research Ethics

Part Six: Researching Digitally

February 2018 • 584 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7097-7) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
VISUAL RESEARCH 
METHODS
Second Edition 

Edited by Luc Pauwels 
University of Antwerp and 
Dawn Mannay Cardiff University

The second edition of The SAGE Handbook 
of Visual Research Methods continues to 
lead the way in showcasing the state of the art in visual research, and 
presenting a truly comprehensive exploration and overview of the field 
today. Chapters from the first edition have been fully updated to reflect 
technological developments and recent progress in research laws, 
and new chapters have been added on key topics such as quantitative 
content analysis of the visual, disseminating visual research, feminist 
visual research, visual rhetoric, and beyond. This book is not only 
'about' research, it is also an example of the way that the visual can 
be incorporated into data collection and the presentation of research 
findings. It presents a unique survey of the discipline that will be essential 
reading for scholars and students across the social sciences, arts 
and humanities.

December 2019 • 650 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7800-3) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 

More than 1,500 
(growing to 2,000+ 

in 2019) case 
studies show 
how methods 

are used in real 
world contexts

Get help 
with every 
step of the 
research 
process

Research 
methods 

come alive 
in hundreds 
of streaming 

videos

Use teaching 
datasets 
to master 
analytical 

techniques

Search more 
than 1,000 

full-text books, 
reference works, 

videos and 
journal articles

SAGE Research Methods supports 
research at all levels by providing 
material to guide users through every 
step of the research process, from 
a quick dictionary definition, a case 
study example from a researcher in 
the field, a downloadable teaching 
dataset, a full-text title from the 
Quantitative Applications in the Social 
Sciences series, or a video tutorial 
showing research in action.

methods.sagepub.com

Research Methods
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CURRENT 
DEVELOPMENTS IN GROUNDED THEORY
Edited by Antony Bryant Leeds Beckett University and Kathy Charmaz Sonoma State University

Building on the success of the bestselling The SAGE Handbook of Grounded Theory (2007), this title provides 
a much-needed and up-to-date overview of the topic, bringing together a mix of fully updated and completely 
new chapters which explore the biggest recent developments in grounded theory, both in theory and practice. 
The highly-acclaimed editors have once again brought together a team of key academics from a wide range 
of disciplines, perspectives and countries. This is a method-defining resource for advanced students and 
researchers across the social sciences. Themes are divided around the following parts: 

Part One: The Grounded Theory Method: 50 Years On

Part Two: Theories and Theorizing in Grounded Theory

Part Three: Grounded Theory in Practice

Part Four: Reflections on Using and Teaching Grounded Theory

Part Five: GTM and Qualitative Research Practice

Part Six: GT Researchers and Methods in Local and Global Worlds

April 2019 • 676 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7095-3) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CURRENT 

 Sonoma State University

(2007), this title provides 
a much-needed and up-to-date overview of the topic, bringing together a mix of fully updated and completely 
new chapters which explore the biggest recent developments in grounded theory, both in theory and practice. 
The highly-acclaimed editors have once again brought together a team of key academics from a wide range 
of disciplines, perspectives and countries. This is a method-defining resource for advanced students and 

SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS 
AND RESEARCH
Four-Volume Set

Edited by David Gough, Sandy Oliver 
and James Thomas all at University 
College London

Systematic reviews gather the findings of 
prior research to advance knowledge and 
inform decisions for policy, practice and 
personal lives. Review authors have applied 
the principles of working systematically and transparently across all types 
of qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods. Systematic reviews have 
become an increasingly important aspect of research across all areas 
of social policy from health, to education and environmental science 
and management studies. Themes in the major work are separated into 
four volumes:

Volume One: Aims, Strategies, Perspectives and Contexts

Volume Two: Finding, Describing and Managing Relevant Research

Volume Three: Methods of Synthesis

Volume Four: Quality, Relevance, and Use

FUNDAMENTALS OF APPLIED RESEARCH
February 2018 • 1360 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-5218-8) • £645.00

CONTEMPORARY 
APPROACHES TO 
ETHNOGRAPHIC 
RESEARCH
Four-Volume Set

Edited by Kahryn Hughes University of 
Leeds, Jerry Coulton, John Goodwin, and 
Jason Hughes all at University of Leicester

This collection aims to bring together readings from the vast range of 
ethnographic perspectives and practices to offer multi-dimensional, 
detailed exploration of the ‘theory’ and ‘practice’ of ethnographic 
research with a major emphasis on the contemporary application of 
ethnographic research. This is undertaken with the objective of offering 
a single, comprehensive teaching and research resource for those 
interested in this approach to data collection and analysis. The collection 
comprises four volumes:

Volume One: Contemporary Ethnographies: Transformation, 
Change and Continuities

Volume Two: Current Ethnographic Practices: Working in the 
‘Contemporary Field’

Volume Three: Digital Ethnography: Researching Online Worlds

Volume Four: Contemporary Ethnographic Analysis: Interpretation, 
Meaning and Representation

SAGE LIBRARY OF RESEARCH METHODS
February 2018 • 1592 pages
Cloth (978-9-386-60254-1) • £600.00

Research Methods
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CRITICAL SOCIAL 
RESEARCH ETHICS
Four-Volume Set

Edited by Barry Smart University of 
Portsmouth, Kay Peggs Kingston 
University London, and Joseph Burridge 
University of Portsmouth

This major work focuses on critical social 
research, shedding a light on the wider 
philosophical and methodological issues and 
disputes associated with the topic of research ethics as they have arisen 
primarily in the social sciences but also in a number of other disciplinary 
fields. The four volumes contain an impressive range of contributions, 
both historical and contemporary in scope, arranged into eight thematic 
sections covering:

Part One: Philosophy, Ethics and Social Inquiry: Themes 
and Issues

Part Two: Alternative Perspectives on Ethics, Science and 
Social Research

Part Three: Universities, Ethical Principles and the Practice of 
Social Research

Part Four: Ethics Committees and Ethical Review: Analysis 
and Critique

Part Five: (Un)ethical Research, Contested Knowledge and 
Critical Social Inquiry

Part Six: Questions of Ethics, Consent, and Confidentiality

Part Seven: Divisions, Differences, and Diversity: 
Critical Ethical Dilemmas in Social Research

Part Eight: Elites and Social Research: Critical Engagements

SAGE BENCHMARKS IN SOCIAL RESEARCH METHODS

February 2018 • 1376 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-0757-7) • £645.00

The Little Quick Fixes series 
provides quick but authoritative 
answers to the problems, hurdles 
and assessment points students 
face in the research course, 
project proposal or their methods 
learning is.

Research Question
9781526456885
July 2018
£6.99 

Know Your Variables
9781526458841
2018
£6.99 

Research Proposal
9781526456892
July 2018
£6.99 

Know Your Numbers
9781526458858
July 2018
£6.99 

Understand Probability
9781526458834
2018
£6.99 

Research QuestionResearch Question
97815264568859781526456885
July 2018

Know Your Variables
9781526458841
2018

View all titles in the series at

sagepub.com/lqf
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Order in advance 
and save! 
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before publication.
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF MARXISM
Three-Volume Set

Edited by Sara R. Farris, Beverly Skeggs, and Alberto Toscano, 
all at Goldsmiths, University of London

The past decade has witnessed a resurgence of interest in Marxism both within and without the academy. 
Marxian frameworks, concepts and categories continue to be of narrative relevance to the features and 
events of capitalism today. Most crucially, an attention to shifting cultural conditions has forced contemporary 
researchers to re-confront some classical and essential Marxist concepts, as well as elaborating new critical 
frameworks for the analysis of contemporary capitalism. The SAGE Handbook of Marxism showcases the 
cutting edge of today's Marxism, setting the agenda for Marxist understandings of the present and for the 
future. The handbook sets out from the premise that it is possible to bring together diverse work across the 
disciplines to demonstrate what is living and lively in Marxist thought, providing a trans-disciplinary ‘state 
of the art’ of Marxism, while inspiring contributions to areas of research that still remain, in some cases, 
embryonic. The aim is to demonstrate how attention to shifting social and cultural realities has compelled 
contemporary researchers to revisit and renovate classic Marxian concepts as well as to elaborate – in dialogue 
with other intellectual traditions – new frameworks for the analysis and critique of contemporary capitalism. 
A rigorous and challenging collection of scholarship, this book contains a stunning range of contributions from 
contemporary academics, writers and theorists from around the world and across disciplines, invaluable to scholars 
and graduate students alike.

November 2019 • 1505 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7423-4) • £400.00 

Special Introductory Offer: £360.00
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CONTEMPORARY 
JAPANESE SOCIOLOGY
Three-Volume Set

Edited by Jun Kobayashi Seikei University, 
Junya Tsutsui Ritsumeikan University, 
Masayuki Kanai Senshu University, 
and Naoki Sudo Gakushuin University

Japanese sociology emerged by inculcating 
concepts from European and American 
sociology. However, it evolved in its own way 
and has tried to theorise and empirically understand human experiences. 
Therefore, its accumulated knowledge and wisdom is expected to 
provide valuable lessons to the world at large. Contemporary Japanese 
Sociology showcases what Japanese sociology has attained and its 
expected future course. The editors of this unique collection have brought 
together the best and most challenging contributions in the field. The 
three volumes are organised into two parts:

Part One: Social Inequality in the Global Society

Part Two: Mathematical and Rational Choice Sociology

SAGE BENCHMARKS IN SOCIOLOGY
January 2018 • 812 pages
Cloth (978-9-386-60262-6) • £450.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
FRANKFURT SCHOOL 
CRITICAL THEORY
Three-Volume Set

Edited by Beverley Best Concordia 
University, Werner Bonefeld 
University of York, and Chris O'Kane 
Portland State University

The SAGE Handbook of Frankfurt School 
Critical Theory expounds the development of critical theory from its 
founding thinkers to its contemporary formulations in an interdisciplinary 
setting. It maps the terrain of a critical social theory, expounding its 
distinctive character vis-a-vis alternative theoretical perspectives, 
exploring its theoretical foundations and developments, conceptualising 
its subject matters both past and present, and signalling its possible 
future in a time of great uncertainty. Taking a distinctively theoretical, 
interdisciplinary, international and contemporary perspective on the 
topic, this wide-ranging collection of chapters is arranged thematically 
over eight parts:

Part One: The Frankfurt School and Critical Theory

Part Two: Theoretical Elaborations of a Critical Social Theory

Part Three: Critical Reception and Further Developments

Part Four: State, Economy, Society

Part Five: Culture and Aesthetics

Part Six: Contexts of the emergence of Critical Theory

Part Seven: Contexts of the later developments of Critical Theory

Part Eight: Elements of Critical Theory in Contemporary Social and 
Political Movements and Theories

June 2018 • 1800 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-5334-5) • £400.00

Sociology
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
INTERNATIONAL 
MIGRATION
Edited by Christine Inglis University 
of Sydney, Binod Khadria 
Jawaharlal Nehru University, and 
Wei Li Arizona State University

The rapid increase and diversification in 
the types of international migration over 
the last three decades, in conjunction with 
perceptions of its crucial significance far beyond the more traditional 
questions of immigrant settlement and incorporation in particular 
countries, have created a need among researchers, policy makers and 
commentators for definitive and informed publications which provide 
analysis and insights into key issues and debates which do more than 
report the findings of individual research projects. The SAGE Handbook 
of International Migration meets this need, which until this point has 
remained largely unmet despite the rapid increase in a range of academic 
journals, policy papers and edited compendiums as well as authored 
publications which seek to provide an inevitably selective overview of 
the issues involved in the field of international migration.

August 2019 • 592 pages
Cloth (978-1-4129-6175-2) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
HUMAN TRAFFICKING 
AND MODERN DAY 
SLAVERY
Edited by Jennifer Bryson Clark South 
Texas College and Sasha Poucki Rutgers, 
The State University of New Jersey

Millions of people around the world are 
forced to work without pay and under threat 
of violence. These individuals can be found working in brothels, factories, 
mines, farm field, restaurants, construction sites and private homes: 
many have been tricked by human traffickers and lured by false promises 
of good jobs or education, some are forced to work at gunpoint, while 
others are trapped by phony debts from unscrupulous moneylenders. 
The SAGE Handbook of Human Trafficking and Modern Day Slavery 
provides a comprehensive, interdisciplinary and global look at the diverse 
issues surrounding human trafficking and slavery in the post-1945 
environment. Covering everything from history and politics to economics, 
international law and geography, themes are spread across six key parts:

Part One: Defining Contemporary Slavery

Part Two: Forms of Human Trafficking and Contemporary Slavery

Part Three: The Context of Human Trafficking and 
Contemporary Slavery

Part Four: Interdisciplinary Approaches to Human Trafficking 
and Contemporary Slavery

Part Five: Case Studies

Part Six: Ending Contemporary Slavery

December 2018 • 545 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-7855-3) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CONTEMPORARY CHINA
Two-Volume Set

Edited by Weiping Wu Columbia University and Mark Frazier The New School

The study of contemporary China constitutes a fascinating yet challenging area of scholarly inquiry. 
Recent decades have brought dramatic changes to China's economy, society and governance. 
Analysing such changes in the context of multiple disciplinary perspectives offers opportunites 
as well as challenges for scholars in the field known as Contemporary China Studies. The SAGE 
Handbook of Contemporary China is a two-volume exploration of the transformations of 
contemporary China, firmly grounded in the both disciplinary and China-specific contexts. Drawing 
on a range of scholarly approaches found in the social sciences and history, an international team 
of contributors engage with the question of what a rapidly changing China means for the broader 
field of contemporary China studies, and identify areas of promising future research. Chapters 
are separated across ten key parts:

Part One: Context: History, Economy, and the Environment 

Part Two: Economic Transformations 

Part Three: Politics and Government 

Part Four: China on the Global Stage 

Part Five: China's Foreign Policy 

Part Six: National and Nested Identities 

Part Seven: Urbanization and Spatial Development 

Part Eight: Poverty and Inequality 

Part Nine: Social Change 

Part Ten: Future Directions for Contemporary China Studies

July 2018 • 1356 pages
Cloth (978-1-4739-4894-5) • £265.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CONTEMPORARY CHINA

The study of contemporary China constitutes a fascinating yet challenging area of scholarly inquiry. 
Recent decades have brought dramatic changes to China's economy, society and governance. 
Analysing such changes in the context of multiple disciplinary perspectives offers opportunites 
as well as challenges for scholars in the field known as Contemporary China Studies. The SAGE 

is a two-volume exploration of the transformations of 
contemporary China, firmly grounded in the both disciplinary and China-specific contexts. Drawing 
on a range of scholarly approaches found in the social sciences and history, an international team 
of contributors engage with the question of what a rapidly changing China means for the broader 
field of contemporary China studies, and identify areas of promising future research. Chapters 
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MEASURES FOR 
COMMUNITY AND 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
RESEARCH
Edited by Mary L. Ohmer Georgia State 
University, Claudia Coulton Case Western 
Reserve University, Darcy A. Freedman 
Case Western University, Joanne L. 
Sobeck Wayne State University, and 
Jamie Booth University of Pittsburgh

Measures for Community and Neighborhood Research is the first 
book of its kind to compile measures focused on communities and 
neighbourhoods in one accessible resource. Organised into two main 
sections, the first provides the rationale, structure and purpose, and 
analysis of methodological issues, along with a conceptual and theoretical 
framework; the second section contains ten chapters that synthesise, 
analyse, and describe measures for community and neighbourhood 
research, with tables that summarise highlighted measures. The book 
will get readers thinking about which aspects of the neighbourhood may 
be most important to measure in different research designs and also help 
researchers, practitioners, funders, and others more closely examine the 
impact of their work in communities.

October 2018 • 448 pages
Paper (978-1-4833-5836-9) • £71.00  

Data Planet joins SAGE!
Data Planet, now part of the SAGE suite of statistical databases, is the largest single repository of harmonised 
and structured statistical data available to libraries. This dynamic tool allows users to easily scan and search the 
contents of billions of datasets, compare and contrast variables of interest, and create customised views in tables, 
maps, rankings, and charts. With subject coverage ranging across the curriculum, this robust resource provides 
unparalleled access to statistical data. 

Data Planet by the numbers:

• 75+ publishers

• 465+ databases

• 6.2 billion datasets sagepub.com/dataplanet

• 52 billion data points

• 40% privately licensed data

• Global coverage

SIGN UP FOR A FREE TRIAL

MEASURES FOR 
COMMUNITY AND 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
RESEARCH
Edited by 
University
Reserve University
Case Western University
Sobeck
Jamie Booth

Measures for Community and Neighborhood Research 
book of its kind to compile measures focused on communities and 
neighbourhoods in one accessible resource. Organised into two main 
sections, the first provides the rationale, structure and purpose, and 
analysis of methodological issues, along with a conceptual and theoretical 
framework; the second section contains ten chapters that synthesise, 
analyse, and describe measures for community and neighbourhood 
research, with tables that summarise highlighted measures. The book 
will get readers thinking about which aspects of the neighbourhood may 
be most important to measure in different research designs and also help 
researchers, practitioners, funders, and others more closely examine the 
impact of their work in communities.

October 2018 • 448 pages
Paper (978-1-4833-5836-9) • £71.00  

Sociology

Go digital! 
All of our handbooks 
and encyclopedias are 
also available as eBooks. 
For full details, visit: 
sagepub.co.uk/ebooks
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With SAGE Journals, your researchers can feel con� dent that they are using 
respected, relevant, and authoritative content. Our user-friendly platform allows 
journals and articles to be searched, viewed and shared with ease. Article-level 
metrics – including social media sharing – from Altmetrics and journal-level Impact 
Factor rankings help students, faculty, and researchers understand the reach and 
importance of the articles they are citing.

Visit the platform at
journals.sagepub.com

The SAGE Journals portfolio includes more than 1,000 
journals spanning the humanities, social sciences, and 
science, technology, and medicine. Whether your library 
needs the full, interdisciplinary collection dating back 
to volume 1, issue 1, or a speci� c, focused collection 
targeted to your researchers’ interests, SAGE can help 
you build the perfect � t.

For more information about SAGE Journals packages 
and collections visit sagepub.com/sage-journals

•  SAGE Premier includes access to more than 
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